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Brattoo Propaganda Software Introduces Photos Tagger
Published on 11/23/17
Brattoo Propaganda Software today introduces Photos Tagger, a new addition to their
popular applications suite. Apple Photos knows a lot about your photos and Photos Tagger
makes all that metadata available as keywords assigned to your photos. Unleashing the
inner secrets of Photos and making them available to you. With this elegant, easy-to-learn
application, users can greatly improve their ability to find and organize their photos.
Kalmar, Sweden - Brattoo Propaganda Software today introduces Photos Tagger, a new
addition to their popular applications suite. Did you know that Apple Photos silently
analyze all your photos, finding out about the location, the people in them, actual things
that are in the photos? Would it not be great if you also had access to all that data?
With Photos Tagger you can.
Photos Tagger extracts all the valuable meta data from the Photos database and applies
them to your photos as keywords. This way you get all the information that Photos has
about your photos and helps you organize your photos. Photos tagger opens up a whole new
variety of possibilities when it comes to organizing photos, especially with smart albums.
It is time to bring order to your photos. Until now we have only been able to see glimses
of all that metadata in the Photos search but not having complete access. With todays
release of Photos Tagger, those days are gone. Photos Tagger is an elegant, easy-to-learn
application.
Anders Bjarby, CEO of Brattoo Propaganda Software said, "We have helped hundreds of
thousands, if not millions, in over 170 countries with their duplicated photos. Now it is
time to take it to the next level and that is organizing your photos. With thousands of
photos it is hard to bring order but with good and more importantly, accessible metadata,
it is possible to do some magic especially with smart folders."
Key features:
* Extracts GPS information like nearby attractions, street, city and country
* Extracts information about date such as month and year
* Extracts information about the contents of your photos
* Extracts information about the persons in your photos
* All extracted information is in your language
* All extracted information is assigned as keywords to your photos
* Makes your library much more easy to organize
Brattoo Propaganda Software applications are used by and recommended by Apple
Distinguished Educators, Apple Lead Creatives, Apple Creatives, Mac Specialists and Apple
Geniuses in many Apple Stores, Apple Care and Apple Support worldwide.
"Being a mom of three kids it is amazing to have all those photos but it is also
impossible to find the time to organize them." said Gwen Davis, one early adopter of
Photos Tagger. "So I was convinced to test Photos Tagger and WOW! Within minutes I had
created my first smart album containing the photos of our kids during our trip to
Disneyland (but not any photos of me eating popcorn) which I instantly shared with my
mother in law. Just amazing!"
Brattoo Propaganda Software:
https://brattoo.com
Photos Tagger 1.0:
https://brattoo.com/propaganda/#photostagger
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Download Photos Tagger:
https://brattoo.com/propaganda/downloadPT2.php
Purchase:
https://brattoo.com/propaganda/buyPT.html
Screenshot:
https://brattoo.com/propaganda/gui/photos_tagger_screenshot.png
Application Icon:
https://brattoo.com/propaganda/gui/photos_tagger_128.png

Founded in 2004, Brattoo Propaganda Software is a enterprising software developer based in
Kalmar, Sweden that develops software for Mac OS X. Copyright (C) 2004-2017 Brattoo
Propaganda Software. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac OS X, iPhone, iPod,
iPad and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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